The mobile technical camera designed for landscape and architectural photography

The S 30|45 digital back perfectly complements the lanTec for shooting outside of the studio
**Sinar lanTec**
**mobile camera platform**

Do you want to make use of the advantages of a professional Sinar camera, not only for studio photography, but also for landscape and architectural photography? Our lanTec model is designed to make that possible. The superior quality of this mobile camera and its precision adjustment options will delight you. Using our Sinaron lenses specially developed for digital photography, you can produce images with perfect sharpness and astounding detail.

---

**Ergonomic and simple**

With the Sinar lanTec, you can use the digital back of your choice, and switch them out easily and quickly when necessary. Ergonomically shaped handles make operation simple and more enjoyable. The camera is designed to allow you to take perfect images with and without a tripod. You can also attach an iPhone or iPod Touch as a viewfinder, which provides a versatile and high resolution viewfinder image.
Sinaron lenses for outstanding sharpness and detail

We developed our Sinaron lenses with mechanical shutters and helical mounts (CEF shutters) specifically for use with the lanTec. Images are rendered with maximum sharpness, detail and definition. Focal lengths from 23 mm to 135 mm and shutter speeds of up to 1/500 second enable the lanTec to suit a range of applications.

A perfect match

The Sinarback S 30|45 was specially designed for mobile use. It provides extensive features for highest quality photographs and video. The Sinarback S 30|45 complements the Sinar lanTec, which is also ideal for shooting outside of the studio.
## Technical Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sinar lanTec</th>
<th>mobile technical camera</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### SHIFT RANGE
+25/-15 mm vertically, +20/-20 mm horizontally

### LEVELLING AID
1 circular spirit level for all axes

### VIEWING AIDS
Bright focusing screen with flexible 3-fold magnifier (optional)

### DIGITAL BACK INTERFACE
Sinar, Mamyia or Hasselblad V/H

### TRIPOD INTERFACE
360° rotating mount with 3/8\* thread

### DIMENSIONS
20 x 19 x 7 cm

### WEIGHT
1,1 kg

### LENSES
Sinaron CEF 23 – 135mm